
Building privacy into your workflows shouldn’t be hard. Private AI makes 
privacy and GDPR compliance fast, easy, and reliable. We leverage the latest 
NLP technology to work with unstructured datasets to redact PII, PHI & PCI.

Redact, De-Identify and Replace Your 
Unstructured Data with Private AI

What’s to Gain

Unlock insights from data sets 
that were previously untouchable 
because of privacy concerns

Securely store datasets to provide 
peace-of-mind and establish trust 
with your customers

Achieve privacy compliance quick-
ly and easily without sacrificing 
downstream model accuracy

Check out our 
live web demo: 

demo.private-ai.com

42
languages 
(and growing!)

50+
entity types

99.5%+
accuracy

45ms
latency

We outperform every 
other redaction service 
on the market, as
verified in independent 
customer tests:

1,500
requests/sec

Nobody Does 
It Better

Customer Trust 
Starts with Privacy.

Designed for 
Developers

Deploys as a Docker image in your 
existing workflows so your data never 
leaves your environment and is never 
shared with us. Private AI works from 
day one and plugs seamlessly into 
your existing infrastructure.

PRODUCTION DATA:

Dear Sir,

My policy number is 049305.I parked my vehi-
cle at the Eaton Center, on March 13. A truck 
hit my car from behind. The back of my car 
got smashed. What size claim am I eligible for?

Martha McEwan (647-954-3456)

DE-IDENTIFIED DATA:

Dear Sir,

My policy number is [POLICY_NUMBER_1]. I 
parked my vehicle at the [LOCATION_1], on 
[DATE_1]. A truck hit my car from behind. The 
back of my car got smashed. What size claim 
am I eligible for?

[NAME_1] ([PHONE_NUMBER_1])

SYNTHETIC PERSONAL DATA:

Dear Sir, 

My policy number is 52436. I parked my vehi-
cle at the Grand Inn, on August 24. A truck hit 
my car from behind. The back of my car got 
smashed. What size claim am I eligible for?

Philip Harnock (724-653-8322)

www.private-ai.com  info@private-ai.com  @_PrivateAI

Integrates with: 


